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FIGUF(b) Can we do the same for the fol!owing set of conditions?
Xj-aal = 0 (j = 1,..., n)

x. J

3. Based on the reasoning used in Prob. 2, which set (or sets) of conditions in (13.17) can
be condensed into a single equation?

4. Suppose the problem is
Minimize C = (Xl, Xl, ..., xn)
subject to if (Xl i Xl,.. .., Xn) ?;.T;

d > 0 'i=1,2,...,m'an Xi -. 1 2,J = , ,..., n I
Write the Lagrangian function, take the derivativesill(axj and al/oA; and write out
the expanded version of the Kuhn-Tucker minimum conditions (13.1 7).

5. Convert the minimization problem in Prob. 4 into a maximization problem, formulate
1he Lagrangian function, take the derivatives with respect to Xi and Ai, and apply the
Kuhn-Tucker maximum conditions (13.16). Are the results consistent with those
obtained in Prob.4?

13.2 The Constraint Qualificationit!~

The Kuhn- Tucker conditions are necessary conditions oni.y ifa particular proviso is satis-
fied. That proviso, called the con.l'lraint qualification, imposes a certain restriction on the
constraint functions of a nonlinear programming problem, for the specific purpose of rul-
ing out certain irregularities on the boundary of the feasible set, that would invalidate the
Kuhn- Tuckerconditions should the optimal solution occur there.
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~'iI Irregularities at Boundary Points

Let us first illustrate the nature of such irregularities by means of some concrete examples.
--
Examp---,,-Example 1

It
Maximize 7! = x,

subject to Xl. -(1 -x,)3 ~ 0
.and X" X2 ~ 0

As shown in Fig. 13.2, the feasible region is the set of points that 1
on or below the curve X2 = (1 -X, )3. Since the objective function directs us to maximize,
Xl, the optimal solution .is the point (1, 0). But the solution fails to satisfy the
maximum conditions. To check this, we first write the Lagrangian function

Z=x, +A,[-X2+(1 ~x,)3]

As the first marginal condition, we should then have

az 2-a = 1- 3;.,(1 -x,) ~ 0x,

~

In fact, since x; =., is positive,. ,
when evaluated at the point (1, 0). However, the actual value we get happens to
az/axi = 1, thus violating the given marginal condition.
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it turns out that the values xi = 1, xl = 0, Ai =1, andA2 = ~ do satisfy these four inequal-
ities, as well as the nonnegativityand complementary-slackness conditions. As a matter of
fact, Ai can be assigned any nonnegative value (not just 1),. and all the conditions can still
be satisfied-which goes to show that the optimal value of a Lagrange multiplier is not
necessari)y unique. More importantly, however, this example shows that the Kuhn-Tucker
conditions can remain valid despite the cusp.

The feasib.\e region of the problemExample 3
Maximize Jr = X2 -Xf
subject to -( 10 -xf- X2) 3 :5 0

-Xl :5 -2
and Xl,X2 ~ 0

as shown in Fig. 13.3, contains no cusp anywhere. Yet, at the optima! solution, (2, 6), the
Kuhn-Tucker conditions non~theless fail to hold. For, with the Lagrangian function

Z'=X2 -x? + ).,.(10 -xf -X2)3 +),2(-2 + Xl)

the second marginal condition would require that

Indeed, since xiispositive,1his derivative should vanish when evaluated at the point (2, 6).
But actually we get a Z/8X2 = 1, regardless of the value assigned to A1. Thus the Kuhn-
Tucker conditions can fail even in the absence of a cusp-nay, even when the feasible .region
is a convex set as in Fig. 13.3. The fundamental reason why cusps are neither necessary nor
sufficient for the failure of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions is that the preceding irregularities
referred to before relate, not to the shape of the feasible region per se,but to the forms of
the constraint functions themselves.

Exa~,-.

FIGURE 13.3 X2
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The Constraint Qualification
Boundary irregularities-cusp or no cusp-will not occur if a certain constraint qualifica-
tion is satisfied.

To explain this, 'let x* = (x~, Xl' ...,x;) be a boundary point of the feasible region and
a possible candidate for a solution, and let dx = (d.l:!, dX2, ..., d.l:n) represent a particular
direction of movement from the said boundary point. The direction-of-movement interpre-
tation of the vector dx is perfectly in 'line with our earlier interpretation of a vector as a
directed line segment (an arrow), but here, the point of departure is the point x* instead of
the point of origin, and so the vector dx is not in the nature ofa radius vector. We shall now
impose two requirements on the vector d.1:. First, ifthejth choice variable has a zero value
at the point _l:*, then we shall onJypermit a nonnegative change on the Xj axis, that is,

dxj ~ 0 if xj = 0 (13.22)
Second, if the ith constraint is exactly satisfied at the pointx*, then we shall only allow val-
ues of dx" ..., dx" such that the value of the constraint function gi(x*) will not increase
(for a maximization problem) or will not decrease (for a minimization problem), that is,

r sO (max.) .f " ) -. 1 -rj
~ 0 (min.)+ g~ d.tndgi (x*) = g\ dxj + g~ dX2 +

~1""~
;1(,:
j1;;

g'(x.
l

(13.23)
where all the partial derivatives of gj are to be evaluated at .t*, If a vector dx satisfies
(13.22) and {I3 .23), we shall refer to it as a test vector. Finally, if there exists a di fferen-
tiable arc that {I) emanates from the point x', (2) is contained entirely in the feasible
region, and (3) is tangent to a given test vector, we shall call it a qualifying arc for that test
vector. With this background, the constraint qualification can be stated simply as follows:

The constraint qualification is satisfied if, for any point .t* on the boundary of the feasible
region, there exists a qualifying arc for every test vector tit.

~xa~~~ We shall show that the optimal point (1, 0) of Example 1 in Fig. 13.2, which fails the Kuhn-
Tucker conditions, also fails the constraint qualification. At that point, xl = 0; thus the test
vector must satisfy

!~:

dX2 ~ 0 [by (1 3.22)]
Moreover, since the (only) constraint, g' = X2 -(1 -x,)3 :5 0, is exactly satisfied at (1, 0),
we must let [by (13.23)]

g~ dXl + gi dX2 = 3(1 -xj)2 dXl + dX2 =dX2 :5 0

Thes~ two requirements together imply that we must let dX2 = O. Jncontrast, we are free
to choose dXl. Thus, for instance, the vector (dXl, dX2) = (2,0) is an acceptable test vector,
as is (dx" dX2) = (-1,0). The latter test vector would plot in Fig. 13.2 as an arrow starting
from (1, 0) and pointing in the due-west direction (not drawn), and it is clearly possible to
draw a qualifying arc for it. (The curved boundary of the feasible region itself can serve as a
qualifying arc.) On the other hand, the test vector (dx" dxz) = (2, 0) would plot as an
arrow starting from (1, 0) and pointing in the due-east direction (not drawn). Since there is
no way to draw a smooth arc tangent to this vector and lying entirely within the feasible
region, no qualifying arcs exist for it. Hence the optimal solution point (1, 0) violates the
constraint qualification.
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Example 5 Referring to Example 2, let us illustrate that, after an additional constraint 2Xl +X2 ~ 2 is
added to Fig. 1 3.2, the point (1, 0) will satistythe constraint qualification, thereby revali-
dating the Kuhn-Tucker conditions.

As 1n Example 4, we have to require dX2 ~O (because xl = 0) and dX2 ~ 0 (because the
first constraint is exactly satisfied); thus, dX2 = O. But .the second constraint is also exact!y
satisfied, thereby requiring

9? dXl + ~ dX2= 2dxl + dX2= 2dxl ~ 0 [by (13.23)]
With non positive dXl and zero dX2, the only admissible .test vectors-aside from .the null
vector itself-are those pointing 1n the due-west direction in Fig. 13.2 from (110). All of
these lie along the horizontal axis in the feasible region, and it is certainly possib1e to draw
a qualifying arc for each test vector. Hence, this time .the constraint qualification indeed is
satisfied.

Linear Constraints
Earlier, in Example 3, it was demonstrated that the convexity of the feasible set does not
guarantee the validity of the Kuhn- Tucker conditions as necessary conditions. However, if
the feasible region is a convex set formed by linear constraints only, ..then the constraint
qualification will invariably be met, and the Kuhn-Tucker conditionswiU always hold at an
optimal solution. This being the case, we need never worry about boundary irregularities
when dealing with a nonlinear programming problem with linear constraints.

Example 6 Let us illustrate the linear-constraint result in the two-variable, two-constraint framework.
For a maximization problem, the linear constraints can be written as

°11X1 + °12X2 ~'1
021 Xl + °22X2 ~ '2

where we shall take all the parameters to be positive. Theni as indicated in Fig. 13..4, thefirst
constraint border will have a slope of -0,1/01.2 < 0, and the second, a slope of -021/022 < o.
The boundary points of the shadedleasible regioniall into the following five):ypes: (1) the
point of origin, where the two axes intersect, (2) points that lie on one axis segment, such

FIGURE 13.4
all.1:j+aI2.1:2=rl
(slope = -all!aI2)
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as 1 and 5, (3) points at the intersection of one axis and one constraint border, namely, K and
R, (4) points lying on a single constraint border, such as Land N, (5) the point of intersec-
tion of the two constraints, M. We may briefly examine eath type In turn with reference to
the satisfaction of the constraint qualification.
1. At the origin, no constraint is exactly satisfied, so we may ignore (13.23). But since

Xl = X2 = 0, we must choose test vectors with dXl ~ 0 and dX2 ~ 0, by (13.22). Hence
all test vectors from the origin must point in the due-east, due-north, or northeast direc-
tions, as depicted in Fig. 13.4. These vectors all happen to fall within the feasible set, and
a qualifying arc clearly can be found for each.

2. At a point like I, we can again ignore (13.23). The fact that X2 = 0 means that we must
choose dX2 ~ 0, but our choice of dXl is free. Hence all vectors would be acceptable ex-
cept those pointing southward (dX2 < 0). Again all such vectors fall within the feasible
region, and there exists a qualifying arc for each. The analysis of point 5 is similar.

3. At points K and R, both (13.22) and (13.23) must be considered. Specifically, at K, we have
to choose dX2 ~ Osince X2 = 0, so that we must rule out all southward arrows. The second
constraint being exactly satisfied, moreover, the test vectors for point K must satisfy

i dXl + i2 dX2 = 021 dXl + 022 dX2 ~ 0 (13.24)

Since at K we also have 021 Xl + °22X2 = r2 (second constraint border), however, we may
add this equality to (13.24) and modify the restriction on the test vector to the form

021 (Xl + dXl) + 022(X2 + dxv ~ r2 (13.24')

Interpreting (xi + dxi) to be the new value of xi attained at the arrowhead of a test
vector, we may construe (13.24') to mean that all test vectors must have their arrow-
heads located on or below the second constraint border. Consequently, all these vectors
must again fa11 within the feasible region, and a qualifying arc can be found for each. The
analysis of point R is analogous.

4. At points such as Land N, neither variable is zero and (13.22) can be ignored. However,
for point N, (1 3.23) dictates that

9] dX1 + 9~dx2 c 0,1 dXl + a12 dX2 ~ 0 (13.25)

Since point N satisfies all dX1 + 012 dX2 = r1 (first constraint border), we may add this
equality to (13.25) and write

(13.25')o,l(X1 + dX1) + 012(X2 + dxv 5: r1

This would require the test vectors to have arrowheads1ocated on or below the first con-
straint border in Fig. 13.4. Thus we obtain essentially the same kind of result
encountered in the other cases. This analysis of point Lis analogous.

5. At point M, we may again disregard (13.22), but this time G3.23) requires all test vec-
tors to satisfy both (13.24) and (13.25). Since we may modify the latter conditions to the
forms in (13.24') and (13.25'), all test vectors must now have their arrowheads located
on or below the first as well as the second constraint borders. The result thus again
duplicates those of the previous cases.
In this example, it so happens that, for every type of boundary point considered, the test

vectors all lie within the feasible region. While this locational feature makes the qualifying
arcs easy to find, it is by no means a prerequisite for their existence. In a problem with a
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nonlinear constraint border, In particular, the constraint border itself may serve as a qualify-
ing arc for some test vector that lies outside of the feasible region. An example of this can
be found in one of the problems below.

EXERCISE 13.2

-

~a~

1. Check whether the solution point (xi, xi) = (2, 6) in Example 3 satisfies the constraint
qualification.

2. Maximize 7r = x,
subject to x? + x~ ~ 1
and x" X2 :::. 0
Solve graphically and check whether the optimal-solution point satisfies (0) the con-
straint qualificationand (b) the Kuhn-Tucker conditions.

3. Minimize C = Xl
subiect to x? -X2 :::.0
and X."X2:::'0
Solve graphically. Does the optima.! solution occur at a cusp? Check whether theopti-
mal solution satisfies {o)the constraint qualification and (b) the Kuhn- Tucker minimum
conditions.

4. Minimize C = x,
subject to -X2 -' (1 -X1)3:::.0
and x"xi:::.O
Show that (0) the optimal solution (xj, xi) = (1, 0) does not satiSfy the Kuhn-Tucker
conditions, but (b) by introducing a new multiplier AO :::.0, and modifying the
Lagrangian function (13.1.5) to the form

m
Zo = Ao f(x." X2,. .., xn) + LA1[r; -d(X1"X2,.. .,xn)]

j=l
the Kuhn-Tucker conditions can be satisfied at (1, 0). (Note: The Kuhn-Tucker condic
tions on the multi priers extend to only A 1, ..., Am, but not to AO.) :

War-Time Rationing
Typically during times of war the civilian population is subject to some form of rationing
of basic consumer goods. Usually, the method of rationing is through the use of redeemable
coupons used by the government. The government will supply each consumer with an
allotment of coupons each month. In turn, the consumer will have to redeem a certain num-
ber of coupons at the time of purchase ora rationed good.
sumer pays nvo prices at the time of the purchase.-
lhe monetary price of the rationed good. This requires the consumer to have
funds and sufficient coupons in order to buy a unit of the rationed good.

Consider the case of a twq-good world where both goods, x and y, are rationed.
consumer's utility function be, U = U(x, y). The consumer has a fixed money!'


